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CHAPTERR 3 . 

II The HERA accelerator and the ZEUS detector 

Inn this chapter the electron-proton collider HERA is described including a short 
descriptionn of the experiments that use this machine. This is followed by a more 
extensivee treatment of the ZEUS detector, in particular those detector components, 
usedd in the analysis presented in the following chapters, are discussed in detail. 

3.1.. The HERA accelerator 

Thee Hamburg, Germany based Hadron Elektron Ring Anlage, or HERA, is an accel-
eratorr with colliding electron (positron) and proton beams. This makes it unique in 
thee world, being the first machine to collide two different types of particles. The first 
collisionss in the interactions points at HERA were recorded in 1991. In this thesis 
dataa of the 1996-1997 running period will be presented. 

3.1.1.. A short history 

Thee experiments at HERA started data taking in 1991, after the commissioning of 
thee accelerator. The first two years of data were taken with electron-proton collisions. 
Inn July 1994 the electrons were substituted by positrons and this has remained so 
untill  the end of 1997. The reason for this switch was inspired by the better lifetime of 
positronn beams leading to better background conditions for the experiments. During 
thiss period the protons were accelerated to an energy of 820 GeV, and the positrons 
too 27.5 GeV. The resulting centre of mass energy of y/s = 300 GeV offered many 
possibilitiess for measurements to study perturbative QCD and the structure of the 
proton.. During the 1996-1997 running period HERA delivered a total integrated 
luminosityy of 17 + 36 = 53 pb"1 (Fig. 3.1(b)). 

3.1.2.. Physics programme 

HERAA hosts four experiments, as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). 
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CHAPTERR 3 Thee HERA accelerator and the ZEUS detector 
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Figuree 3.1: (a) An overview of the HERA machine and its preaccelerator chain. 
TheThe location of the four experiments is also shown, (b) The collected integrated lu-
minosityminosity of the ZEUS experiment for the period 1993-1997 as function of time. The 
19961996 run started after a long shutdown in which the experiments improved their de-
tectors. tectors. 

Thee HI detector [46] is situated in the North Hall and has been designed to 
studyy ep interactions. It is a general purpose experiment and the most notable 
componentt is its calorimeter which consists of a liquid-argon calorimeter [47] and 
thee high-granularity 'Spaghetti Calorimeter', or SPACAL [48] in the rear direction, 
whichh allows the very precise measurement of scattered positrons at low scattering 
angles. . 

Thee HERMES experiment [49], found in the East Hall, only uses the positron 
beam.. This experiment measures the spin dependent structure functions of nucleons 
byy looking at deep inelastic scattering of the polarised positron beam on a polarised 
gaseouss jet target that is injected into a storage cell located in the beam vacuum. 

Inn the West Hall the last addition to the HERA experiments is found: HERA-
BB [50]. Designed as an experiment to measure CP violation in the b-sector in proton-
nucleonn interactions it only uses the HERA proton beam on a fixed target consisting 
off  wires in the beam halo. 

Thee two general purpose experiments, ZEUS and HI have been around from the 
startt of HERA operations, whereas the HERMES experiment and HERA-B were 
commissionedd at a later date. 

3.2.. The ZEUS detector 

Thee ZEUS detector [51] has an almost 4ir coverage, except for the beam pipe en-
trancee and exit; here only those subcomponents relevant to the presented analysis 
wil ll  be treated in detail. Figure 3.2 shows a cross section of the ZEUS detector, 
upp to the Backing Calorimeter (BAC) which is the outermost detector shown. The 
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Thee ZEUS detector SECTIONN 3.2 

Figuree 3.2: The ZEUS detector. The protons enter the detector on the right hand 
side,side, the positrons on the left hand side. 

calorimeterr system (Rear, Barrel and Forward Calorimeter) and the tracking system 
(Centrall  Tracking Detector - CTD, Forward Detector - FDET, Rear Tracking De-
tectorr - RTD and Small Angle Rear Tracking Detector - SRTD) are the two most 
importantt subcomponents for the measurement of charm production in DIS. 

Thee ZEUS coordinate system is a right-handed Cartesian system, with the Z axis 
pointingg in the proton beam direction, referred to as "forward direction", and the 
XX axis pointing left towards the center of HERA. The coordinate origin is at the 
nominall  interaction point. 

3.2.1.. The central tracking detector 

Thee Central Tracking Detector of ZEUS, the CTD, is a cylindrical wire chamber that 
coverss 2.05 meters in Z and extends from 16.2 cm to 79.4 cm in r. The drift chamber 
iss organised in 9 superlayers (Fig. 3.3), each layer consisting of 8 wires, giving a total 
off  72 wire-layers. Five of the superlayers, the odd numbered ones, have a zero angle 
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Figuree 3.3: Track hits in the Central 
TrackingTracking Detector (CTD). The nine su-
perlayersperlayers are labelled appropriately. 

superlayerr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

withh respect to the CTD-axis, whereas the even numbered superlayers all have small 
stereoo angles with respect to this axis. The CTD is surrounded by a thin super-
conductingg solenoid coil that generates a magnetic field of 1.43 T. The CTD covers 
thee polar angle region 15° < 6 < 164°. 

Thee hits from the CTD are combined to form tracks by a pattern recognition 
softwaree package in the offline event reconstruction, called VCTRAK, as described in 
Ref.. [52]. These tracks are then used to fit a primary or secondary vertex. Tracks that 
aree associated with a vertex are refitted using that vertex as an additional constraint. 

Thee transverse-momentum resolution for full-length tracks is o-(pT)/pT = 0.0058prÉ 
0.00655 8 0.0014/pr [53], with pT in GeV. The resolution is built up from three in-
dependentt contributions. The first is the error on the measurement on the hit, the 
secondd is due to multiple scattering within the CTD and the third stems from multiple 
scatteringg in (inactive) material before a particle reaches the CTD. 

Particlee identification 

Chargedd particle identification can be achieved by measuring the ionisation energy 
thatt is deposited in the CTD per unit path length, or the alE/dx for short. The 
energyy loss by ionisation is given by the Bethe-Bloch formula [54]: 

-- = - 4 . i N T A r e W ^ ( l n ( — - f ^ ) - / ?2 - - ) (3.1) 

whichh relates the energy loss to the velocity of the particle, its electrical charge and 
propertiess of the medium it is traversing. The charge of the particle is given by z, 
thee velocity and Lorentz factor are /3 = v/c and 7 = l / i / l - (32. The medium is 
summarisedd by Z, the atomic number and A, the atomic weight. The density effect, 
6,6, accounts for the screening of the particles electrical field in a dense medium and 
flattenss off the relativistic rise of the energy loss. The mean ionisation potential, I, 
iss given approximately by 16Z0 9eV for Z > 1. NA denotes Avogadro's Number, me 

thee electron mass and re the classical electron radius. 
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Figur ee 3.4: The measured dE/dx versus momentum for a sample of tracks in the 
CTD.CTD. The lines show the Bethe-Bloch prediction for different particles. In certain 
momentummomentum ranges a perfect particle identification can be achieved for the hadrons. 

Withh the dependence of dE/dx on v the mass of the particle can be measured 
throughh the relation between the velocity and the momentum of relativistic particles. 
Figuree 3.4 shows the actual reconstructed dE/dx as function of track momentum. 
Clearr bands are seen corresponding to pions, kaons, protons and electrons traversing 
thee detector. 

dE/dxx in the CTD 

Thee calibration of the CTD output to the true energy loss is based on the signal of 
aa pion. The ionisation of these pions is considered as the standard of a minimum 
ionisingg particle: MIP. Technically, the peak in the energy loss distribution (Eq. 3.1) 
iss estimated by the truncated mean of the measured energy loss per wire. The use 
off  the truncated mean (lower (upper) 10(30)%) allows to compensate for the very 
asymmetricc shape of the energy loss, which follows a Landau-distribution [32]. If the 
numberr of saturated wire responses exceeds the 30% of the truncated mean than all 
saturatedd wires are removed from the calculation and the calculation of the truncated 
meann is adjusted to accommodate this. From a sample of charged pions the scale 
off  the response of a 1 MIP particle can be determined; all dE/dx measurements 
cann subsequently be expressed in this unit. As the CTD is operated at atmospheric 
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Figuree 3.5: A schematic overview of 
thethe geometry of the Small angle Rear 
TrackingTracking Detector (SRTD). The dis-
tancestances are with respect to the nominal 
beambeam line. 

pressuree it is necessary for the 1 MIP value to be determined on a run-by-run basis, 
too correct for atmospheric pressure fluctuations between runs. The typical duration 
inn time of the runs allows pressure fluctuations within one run to be ignored. 

Whenn tracks are considered that pass through (at least) 7 superlayers, which is 
necessaryy for a good measurement of dE/dx, a polar angle range of 37° < 9 < 143° (= 
0.655 < 9 < 2.5 rad) is available. In this case dE/dx is measured with a resolution of 
aboutt 9%. The resolution is measured by fitting a Gaussian to the dE/dx distribution 
off  a sample of conversions. These conversions have been selected using very strict 
criteriaa on the reconstructed invariant mass of and the opening angle between an 
electronn and positron pair. 

3.2.2.. The small angle rear tracking detector 

Thee small angle rear tracking detector (SRTD) is a scintillating strip detector that 
consistss of two planes of strips with horizontal (vertical) orientation [55]. It is located 
betweenn the RTD and RCAL. The SRTD has been designed to improve the precision 
off  reconstruction of the (angle of the) scattered positron and correct the measurement 
off  the electron energy. 

Figuree 3.5 shows the layout of the SRTD on the RCAL surface. Each plane is 
dividedd in four quadrants, 24 x 44 cm2 each. The original layout was such that 
thee four quadrants had a perfect square outline, but due to the decision to move 
thee central calorimeter modules closer to the beam this was changed to the shape 
presentedd in Fig. 3.5. The hole of 20 x 8 cm2 in the centre accommodates the 
beam-pipe. . 

Thee SRTD yields a position measurement with an accuracy of 3 mm in both X 
andd Y and the measured pulse height information is used to correct the RCAL energy 
measurementt of the scattered positron. Finally, the SRTD gives timing information 
forr minimum ionising particles, with a resolution better than 2 ns. This information 
iss used at the first level trigger stage to reject beam-gas events from upstream of the 
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Figuree 3.6: The coverage of the presampler on the calorimeter surface for both the 
forwardforward (left) and rear (right) calorimeter surfaces is shown by the shaded colour. 
TheThe calorimeters cell granularity is also shown. The forward region has twice the 
granularitygranularity in the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) modules compared to the rear 
direction.direction. The modules that are shadowed by the barrel instrumentarium only have a 
singlesingle EMC cell. 

detector. . 

3.2.3.. The presampler system 

Thee presampler system (PRES) was installed on the rear and forward calorimeter 
surfacee during the 1995 shutdown. It identifies early showering particles and will 
improvee the energy measurement of the calorimeter by taking into account energy 
losss information in the reconstruction. The presampler consists of 576 20 x 20 cm2 

scintillatorr tiles with a thickness of 0.5 cm, see Fig. 3.6. 
Thee rear presampler (RPRES) system is used in the reconstruction of the energy 

off  the scattered positron. 

3.2.4.. The uranium calorimeter 

Surroundingg the tracking system is the ZEUS uranium-scintillator sampling calorime-
terr [56] (CAL), as shown in Fig. 3.2. The calorimeter consists of three independent 
detectors:: the rear (RCAL), barrel (BCAL) and forward (FCAL) calorimeters. The 
threee detectors cover almost completely the solid 47r angle, with adequate overlap 
betweenn RCAL-BCAL and BCAL-FCAL. 

Thee calorimeters are divided in towers. Each tower is segmented into two hadronic 
sectionss (HAC) (only one for RCAL) and one electromagnetic section (EMC). The 
BCALL EMC towers are projective in both 0 and <fi.  The HAC towers have a surface 
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off  20 x 20 cm2 and the two individual sections are called cells. The EMC section 
consistss of four 5 x 20 cm2 cells in the FCAL and two 10 x 20 cm2 cells in the 
barrell  and rear calorimeters. The layout of the EMC cells of both FCAL and RCAL 
aree shown in Fig. 3.6. The thickness of the calorimeter varies between 7 interaction 
lengthss A for the F- and BCAL (1A for the EMC and 3A per HAC section) and 4A 
inn the RCAL (1(3)A for the EMC(HAC) section). 

Eachh cell consists of alternating slabs of 3.3 mm depleted uranium and 2.6 mm 
scintillatorr material. One interaction length (1A) consists of 25 slabs of depleted 
uraniumm and scintillator material. The light from scintillator tiles is transported by 
wavee length shifters that are mounted on two sides of the tiles. These wave length 
shifterss are read out with photomultiplier tubes. By applying readout on two sides 
aa redundancy is introduced that, to a large extent, prevents dead spots, or holes, in 
thee calorimeter readout. An additional feature is that for isolated particles position 
reconstructionn can be done with the measured energy asymmetry in the cell. This is 
usedd to reconstruct the position of the scattered positron in the absence of the SRTD. 

Thee calorimeter is calibrated using the natural radioactivity of the depleted ura-
nium.. It allows the monitoring and calibration of the scintillator light yield and the 
gainn of the photomultiplier tubes, at the level of 1% [51]. 

Thee thickness of both the depleted uranium and the scintillator material has been 
tunedd such that the measured response for hadronic (h) and electromagnetic showers 
(e)) is equal for particles of equal energy, throughout the whole calorimeter. In the 
casee that e/h is not equal to one, a deterioration of the energy resolution arises 
becausee of the creation of ir°  in the first hadronic interaction. Neutral pions give a 
electromagneticc component within hadronic showers, as they decay into two photons. 
Ass 7T°-production in hadronic interactions follows a non-Gaussian distribution [57], 
thee pure \fË scaling of the energy resolution gets violated. The compensating design 
thereforee optimises the energy resolution for hadrons. This is reflected in the energy 
resolutionn of the calorimeter which is an excellent a(E)/E = 0.35/y/Ë~ for hadrons 
andd a{E)/E = 0.18/'y/Ë~ for electrons (E in GeV). 

Becausee of the importance of the calorimeter response to electrons and hadrons 
forr the analysis presented in chapter 5, a digression is made here to give a more 
detailedd treatment of the development of showers for electrons and hadrons. 

Ann electromagnetic shower 

Forr electrons, with E > 9 MeV moving through uranium, the primary source of 
energyy loss is the bremsstrahlung process. The incident electron radiates a photon 
underr the influence of the electromagnetic field of the atomic nuclei in the absorber 
material.. The energy spectrum of the radiated photons falls as 1/E, where E is the 
energyy of the photon. The photon is radiated more or less collinear to the trajectory 
off  the electron, which in its turn deviates a littl e from its original path. The electron 
wil ll  continue to do this until it reaches the critical energy. At that point the energy 
losss of the electron wil l be mainly driven by the ionisation and excitation of the 
absorberr atoms. 

Ass long as the bremsstrahlung photons have an energy that is larger then twice the 
electronn mass they wil l produce electron-positron pairs. These leptons wil l undergo 
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Figuree 3.7: Energy deposition profile for electrons and hadrons in the ZEUS 
calorimetercalorimeter (oval shaped forms). Electrons deposite the larger part of their energy 
inin the EMC section. Hadrons on the other hand have a slower shower development 
whichwhich is also less spread out in the direction perpendicular to the incident particle's 
directiondirection of movement. 

thee same energy deposition trajectory as the initial electron, until the electron is 
absorbedd by an ion and the positron annihilates with an atomic electron. 

Iff  the photon energy is below the pair-production threshold it will  dissipate its 
energyy by incoherent (Compton) scattering on the atomic electrons. At even lower 
energiess the photon can be absorbed by an atom. 

Thee shower starts to develop as soon as the electron enters the material. The lon-
gitudinall  length of an electron shower is logarithmically proportional to its energy. 
Inn the first stage of shower development, before the maximum number of particles is 
reached,, the transverse spreading of the shower is dominated by the multiple scatter-
ingg of the electrons and positrons due to the repetitive radiation of bremsstrahlung-
photons.. After this initial stage, the main processes involved in the energy deposition 
aree Compton scattering and the photo-electric effect. These processes have a more 
isotropicc nature, thus contributing extensively to the broadening of the shower profile. 

AA hadronic shower 

Thee development of a hadronic shower follows a different mechanism than in the 
electromagneticc case. Unlike in the electromagnetic case the hadrons do not start to 
radiatee photons in bremsstrahlung interactions. This is due to the large difference in 
masss between hadrons and electrons/positrons: rn^jm  ̂ « 300. The bremsstrahlung 
crosss section is proportional to the inverse of the mass of the parent particle squared. 
Instead,, the shower develops through hadron-nucleus scattering, producing secondary 
hadronss in the process. The produced secondary hadrons typically have a transverse 
momentumm with the shower axis of about 350 MeV. As a result a typical hadronic 
showerr is much broader than the electromagnetic shower of an electron with the same 
initiall  energy. If the secondary hadron is a 7r° then an electromagnetic component 
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developss in the shower due to the decay of the pion into two photons. 
Thee cross section for hadron-nucleus scattering is in the order of 100 mb for a 1 

GeVV hadron [36]. Compared to the bremsstrahlung cross section of 1 GeV electrons, 
whichh is of the order of 400 barns this is relatively low. A direct result of this 
differencee is that an electron starts to produce a shower as soon as it reaches the 
calorimeterr while (on average) a hadron wil l be able to pass through a significant 
amountt of calorimeter material before developing a shower. 

AA qualitative comparison 

Thee differences in the average shower development behaviour of an electromagnetic 
andd hadronic shower have been summarised in Fig. 3.7: an electron (or positron) 
producess a relatively narrow shower, starting as soon as it hits the calorimeter whereas 
thee hadron only starts to shower after it has traversed a good part of the EMC section. 
Also,, the shower produced by the hadron tends to be much wider and extends to a 
largerr depth in the calorimeter. Electrons can be differentiated from hadrons with the 
measurementt of the longitudinal depth of the shower in terms of the energy profile 
inn the three (two) section of a calorimeter tower. 

3.2.5.. Luminosity measurement 

Thee delivered luminosity at ZEUS is determined by measuring the bremsstrahlung 
processs ep —  epj. The cross section of the Bethe-Heitler process has been calculated 
too high accuracy [58]. This process is measured using a lead-scintillator calorimeter 
thatt is placed at Z =-107 m from the interaction point. It accepts photons at angles 
<< 0.5 mrad with the electron beam. The data equivalent luminosity is measured with 
thiss detector with an « 3% uncertainty [59]. 
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